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READ BOTH BOOKS 1+ In the past 15 years, we have learned much about the ability of
information technology to enhance the quality of critical information infrastructure (CI)
functions in a short period of time, most notably by enabling information sharing and
analysis in an automated fashion. We now have a clear indication that the human element
in CI - the development of automated solutions - will be increasingly essential as the
number and variety of CI issues increase exponentially. This presentation will discuss the
emergence of what some are describing as a "human in the loop" approach to CI
management. The emphasis is on the need to minimize technical barriers to CI
management and on the need to consider CI issues holistically when exploring solutions
to the myriad of pressing CI problems.What do you know about the Syrian war and the
Syrian people? More to the point, what do you know about the Syrian people and their
plight? Let me assure you that I have talked to enough Syrians to be able to write a book
on the subject and I have met with many refugees as well as fighters on all sides. There is
not a single Syrian I have known who would agree with a redrawing of their borders and a
couple I have known who would agree with a partition of the country. This is especially
true if there is a partition between Sunni and Shiites. The people who want to join the
Coalition of Free Men (CFM) are most of the Sunnis of Syria. As for the Syrian Army and
the Syrian Armed Forces (SAF), they have done more to restore the Syrian state and the
Syrian people than any other group in the Syrian opposition. The SAF has rescued and
sheltered civilians from the Al-Qaeda and ISIS barbarians. And it has killed them along
with them. The SAF and its elite units, the 3rd and 4th Armoured Divisions (by the way,
the 3rd Armoured Division is now under US leadership) have broken ISIS in Aleppo and
Hama, liberating areas that ISIS was occupying. The retaking of those areas by the Syrian
Army, for the first time since the coup against the Syrian state, is the biggest victory for
the Syrian Army and the Syrian people in this conflict. I would be naive to think that the
Syrian Armed Forces have not influenced the post-coup Syrian opposition, but as long as
the SAF does not conquer Syria, not one fighter in the opposition will compromise on
protecting and defending Syria. Not one Sunni will abandon his duty to protect Syria and
to protect the Syrian
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